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The objective of this note is to show that the level (if it is finite) of a 
semilocal ring with trace involution is a power of 2 (cf. Section 4), assum- 
ing slight restrictions on the residue class fields of the ring (3.1). This result 
is obtained using hermitian Ptisterforms. An essential technical tool will be 
a transversality theorem (2.8) similar to results developed for quadratic 
forms by R. Baeza and M. Knebusch [BK]. 
The use of transversal elements in the present context has been suggested 
to me by Ricardo Baeza, whom I wish to thank for helpful discussions. We 
point out here that the main results, Theorem 3.4, Corollary 3.5 and 
Theorem 4.1, are not true for arbitrary commutative rings; cf. [DL, Sects. 
9, lo] (in particular (9.25), 10.5). I thank the referee for this remark. 
1. NOTATION (cf. [P]) 
(A, J) is a commutative ring with 1 and J:A -+ A an involution; we write 
ti := J(a). J is called a trace involution (involution with trace element) if there 
exists p E A, p + fi = 1 (p is called a truce element). For hermitian modules 
(M,, h,), (M,, hZ) over (A, J) the tensor product h,@h, is naturally 
defined on Ml OA M, by h, OMx, Ox,, y, @y,)= h,(x,, yI) h,(x,, yd 
A*denotesthegroupofunitsofA,A,:={a~AIa=a}isthe~xringofA, 
and A,* := A,n A*. NA* := {ccl c E A*} is the subgroup of norms of A*. 
For hermitian modules (M, h) over (A, J) we use the notation n(x) := 
h(x, x), XE M, D(h) := {n(x)1 XE M}, D(h)* := D(h) n A* (D(h)* # 0, for 
example, if A is semilocal and J a trace involution). 
c E A,* is called a similarity norm of (M, h) if for the 1 -dimensional her- 
mitian space (Ae, (c)) the following isometry holds: (c)@h N h. The group 
of similurify norms of (M, h) is denoted by G(h):= {CE A,* 1 (c)@h ru h}. 
We frequently use the natural isometry c. h 2: (c)@h, c E A,*, and write 
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c h instead of (c) 0 h. The hermitian space (M, h) (hermitian form h) is 
called round if D(h)* = G(h). 
1.1. Remark. (i) CE G(h) is equivalent to the existence of an 
A-isomorphism 1: M+ A4 such that 1%(1x, J_JJ) = c .h(x, y); i.e., I is a 
similarity with norm c. 
(ii) 1 E D(h) implies G(h) s D(h)* and D(h)* s G(h) implies that h is a 
round form. 
The following gives a characterization of the l-dimensional and 2-dimen- 
sional round forms. By (1, a) we denote the hermitian form (1) I (a) on a 
free 2-dimensional A-module. 
1.2. LEMMA. Let A be semilocal. The 2-dimensional round hermitian 
forms are exactly the forms of type (1, a), a E A,*. All round l-dimensional 
forms belong to the isometry class of (1). 
ProoJ Let (M, h) be 2-dimensional round; then there exists e E A4, 
n(e)= 1 and M= Ae I (Ae)l with (Ae)l =: Af free, fsM, a :=n(f)~ A,* 
(here we use the fact that a module with constant rank over a semilocal 
ring is a free module) thus, with respect to the basis {e, f }, h is the form 
(1, a). 
Conversely,leth=(l,a),a~A,*,andc:= n(x)EA$;writingx=cte+jJ 
implies c = crGl + up/? E A,*, and the A-isomorphism 
aB 
17= ; --c( c  > 
is a similarity with norm c, hence (by 1.1) c E G(h) and h is round. The last 
statement concerning 1 -dimensional forms is clear. 
For technical reasons we note the following: 
1.3. LEMMA (cf. [Bl, Lemma 11). Let a, a, fi~A$ such that y := 
a+aj?EAg*; then (a+a~)@(l,aa~)~(a,a~). 
For a hermitian module (M, h) over (A, J) we recall the following 
definitions (see, e.g., [PI): XE M is called strictly isotropic if n(x) = 0 and 
A . x a free submodule of M. x E M is called strictly anisotropic if n(x) E A*. 
2. TRANSVERSALITY THEOREM 
R. Baeza and M. Knebusch proved transversality theorems for quadratic 
forms [BK]. Transversal elements provide a very good tool to establish 
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further results (such as that all Pfisterforms are round); therefore here we 
present a transversality theorem for hermitian forms, analogous to [BK], 
which we shall apply in the next section. In the case of quadratic forms 
reflections with respect to strictly anisotropic elements (i.e., isometries of 
the type a,(y) :=y - B(y, x) q(x)-’ .x) are essential objects to work with. 
For hermitian forms we have the reflections a,(y) := y - 2h(y, x) n(x)-‘. x 
(x strictly anisotropic) if 2 # 0. In characteristic 2 we shall use quasisym- 
metries. 
2.1. Remark. For the rest of this note we assume (A, J) to be semilocal 
with trace involution and all hermitian spaces (h nonsingular) to be free of 
finite dimension over (A, J). 
2.2. DEFINITION (cf. [BK, Sect. 21). A basis {ui, w,}, . . . . {u,, w,,z}, 
M= (u,, w,) 1.. I(u,, w,) I (z) of (M, h) such that n(z), n(u,), 
n(w,) E A,*, h(oi, wi) = 1 for i= 1, . . . . n, is called strictly canonical (if dim(M) 
is even, then z does not appear). 
2.3. Remark. As pointed out in [P] there are two kinds of maximal 
ideals in (A, J) : m = J(m) or m # J(m), respectively. 
(i) If m = J(m) and J the induced involution on the residue class field 
k = A/m, then J also is a trace involution like J and k cannot be equal to 
[F,. Furthermore J# id for all k of characteristic 2. 
(ii) In subsequent considerations we have to show the existence of 
elements c # 0 such that CC # 1. This is always possible in fields containing 
more than four elements. That way we are led to slight restrictions on the 
residue class fields of the semilocal ring (A, J). 
2.4. PROPOSITION. If for all maximal ideals m c A we have k = A/m # 5, 
and 1 k 1 > 4 for all m = J(m), then each hermitian space over (A, .I) has a 
strictly canonical basis. 
Proof: Let {e,, . . . . e,} be an orthogonal basis (cf. ([PI, 2.11)); then 
n(e,)E A,*. We collect pairs (e,, e,}, {e,, e4}, .. . and may assume 
dim(M) > 1. We consider an arbitrary pair, say {e,, e,} for convenience. If
we are able to make a basis transformation in Ae, 1 Ae, of the type u := 
n(el)-‘.e,, w:=e,+c.e,, cgA*, such that n(w) = n(e,) + cCz(e2) E A,*, 
then the hermitian form with respect o the basis {u, w} is given by 
( 
n(el)-’ 1 
1 > n(el + ce2) ’ 
Thus the problem is to find a suitable CE A*: 
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(a) m = J(m). We look for a c #O in k = A/m such that 
n(ei) + CC n(ez) # 0. If n(ei) # -n(e,), then we take c = 1. Otherwise c # 0 
with CC # 1 will do it and such an element exists because of 1 k I> 4. 
(b) m #J(m). We are working in the hyperbolic ring H(k) 
([P, 2.4(5)]; cf. also [KRW, Example 1.71; [S]). For c= (c,, c2)EH(k), 
c # 0, the equality CC = 1 yields ci c2 = 1; if k # iF, we can find c E H(k) with 
CC # 1. By the Chinese remainder theorem (a) and (b) imply the existence 
of a c E A* such that n(ei) + cE n(ez) E A,*. 
2.5. Remark. If (M, h) contains a strictly isotropic XE M, then h 
represents all elements of A, (in that case x can be completed to a hyper- 
bolic plane (x,f ) and c E A0 has the presentation c = n(cp . e +f), p a 
trace element). 
We need some more notations 
2.6. DEFINITION. (1) x E M is called primitive if A .x is a direct sum- 
mand of M. For x E M = Ae, @ . . . @ Ae, the following three statements are 
equivalent: 
(i) x=cl,e, +...+cc,e, is a primitive element. 
(ii) Acc,+...+Aa,=A. 
(iii) For each maximal ideal m c A : x f 0 modulo m. 
(2) x E M is called transversal to a given basis of M if all the coefficients 
of x with respect to this basis are units. 
(3) Let M=M, I . ..IM.,s>2, M,#(O); thenx=x,+...+x,EMis 
called transoersul to that decomposition if all xi are strictly anisotropic (i.e., 
n(x,) E A*). 
Applying reduction techniques with respect to the maximal ideals of the 
ring we shall use later the fact that each primitive x E M = M,_L.. ~J_M, 
leads to a transversal element y E M with the same norm. We postpone the 
lengthy technical proofs of the following two results to the end of this note. 
2.7. LEMMA. Let (A, J), A := k a field, J an involution with truce 
element, Ikl >4. Zf {u,, w,, 02, w2, . ..} is a strictly canonical basis of (M, h), 
then each primitive x E M implies the existence of an element y E M, trunsver- 
sul to that basis, with n(y) = n(x). 
2.8. TRANSVERSALITY THEOREM (cf. [BK, Satz 2.71). Let (A, J) be 
semilocal with truce involution. For each maximal ideal m c A we require 
that k = A/m # [F, and 1 k / > 4 if m = J(m). Let the hermitian space (M, h) 
have a nontrivial orthogonal decomposition M = M, 1. . . -!_ M, , s 2 2, 
Mi # (0) and dim(M) > 2 for at least one summand; then we can state the 
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following: each primitive x E M implies the existence of an isometry 
CTE U(M, h), the unitary group, such that a(x) is transversal to the decom- 
position of M. 
Now we are ready to prove some important results from the theory of 
Pfisterforms. 
3. PFISTERFORMS 
Throughout this section we make the following restrictions on (A, J): 
3.1. Remark. For all the maximal ideals m of the semilocal ring (A, J) 
with trace involution we require k = A/m # IF, and 1 k 1 > 4 for all m = J(m). 
3.2. PROPOSITION. Zf the hermitian form h over (A, J) is round, then for 
each aeA,* the form (1, a)@h is round. 
Proof. Let (e, f ), M be the corresponding modules of the forms (1, a), 
h respectively. If dim(M) = 1 then h N (1 ), therefore (1, a) @ h N (1, a) is 
round (Lemma 1.2). Let dim(M) > 1, g := (1, a)@h 2: h I a.h. For an 
arbitrary n(x) ED(~)* (this implies that x is primitive) we may assume 
by the transversality theorem that n(x) = n(x,) + a .n(xq) with suitable 
n(x,), n(xz) E D(h)*. h round implies (n(x)) @g N (n(x)) @ (h I (a. n(xl) 
n(xJ).h) = Mx))O(l, a.n(x,) nh))Oh = (by 1.3) (4-c,), a.n(x,))@ 
h‘- n(x, ). h I a. n(x2). h 2: h I a. h N g, hence n(x) E G(g) and g is round. 
3.3. Remark. The induction, 3.1 and 1.2 imply that each 
h=(l,a,)@...@(l,a,), a, ,..., a,EA$, is a round form, called hermitian 
Pfisterform (or n-fold Pfisterform). Conventionally, (1) is the O-fold Pfister- 
form. 
3.4 THEOREM [BZ, Chap. IV, Sect. 3, Theorem 3.11. Let (M, h) be 
round, a E A,*, (P, g) the hermitian space with the form g = (1, a) @ h; then 
the existence of a strictly isotropic element in P implies -a~ D(h)* and 
especially (P, g) is hyperbolic. 
Proof: Let x E P be strictly isotropic, hence primitive, then by 2.8 we 
can write 0 = n(x) = n(xl) + a .n(x,), with n(x,), n(x2) E D(h)*; this implies 
-a=n(x,) n(xz)-’ =n(z) E D(h)*, for suitable ZEM (since D(h)* is a 
group). Thus we obtain (l,a)@h-hla.h-hl(-l)(-a).h- 
h I ( - 1) . h 2: H(h). By W(h) we denote the hyperbolic space associated to 
(M, h). 
Application of this result to Pfisterforms yields 
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3.5. COROLLARY. Isotropic Pfisterforms (i.e., there exists a strictly 
isotropic element) are hyperbolic. 
4. THE LEVEL OF (A,J) 
For a ring (A, J) with involution we define the level (Stufe) s(A, J) := 
min{nI-l=a,a,+..,+a,a,, ai E A }, if - 1 is a sum of norms; otherwise 
we set s(A, J) := 00. 
Now we can state our main result. 
4.1. THEOREM. Let (A, J) be a semilocal ring with trace involution $@I- 
ing the conditions of 3.1. Then the level s(A, J) is a power of 2, if it is finite. 
Proof: Let s := s(A, J) < co, -l=a15,+...+a,G,Y, aiEA and nEN 
such that 2” <s < 2”+ ‘. In the hermitian space M := Ae, 1 .. . I Ae,, with 
theformsx(1) :=(l)I~~~1(1),stimes,theelementu:=a,e,+~~~+a,e, 
has the norm n(u) = - 1. In the extended hermitian space Ae, I ... I 
Aes+ry with n(e,+ ,) = 1, the element x = u + e,, i is strictly isotropic and is 
a strictly isotropic element with respect to the form 2” + ’ x (1 ), too. We 
write 2”+ ’ x (1) as a Plisterform in the following way: h := @ ;+ ’ (1, 1) = 
(l,l)o@;(l, l)-2”“’ x (1 ), which is hyperbolic, by 3.4. We have (cf. 3.3, 
proof) h=@~(l,1)I(-1)@~(1,1)~2”x(l)12”x(-l); altogether 
we obtain 2”x(1)12”x(1)-2”x(1)12”x(-1), Witt’s cancellation 
theorem [P, 4.81 then implies 2”~ (1) N 2”~ (-l), hence - 1 E 
D(2”x (l))* and s(A, J)=2”. 
We close this note with the proofs of 2.7 and 2.8. 
4.2. Proof of 2.7. (1) Characteristic of k not 2. An anisotropic element 
uEMdefinesareflectiono,(y):=y-2h(y,u)n(u)-’.u,yEM,whichisan 
isometry (unitary automorphism) of (M, h). 
(1.1) Let dim,(M)=2; M=k.v@k.w, XEM primitive. We may 
assume x = M . v, M #O; then in the presentation ~,(a .v) =c( .v - 
2an(w)-‘. w both coefficients do not vanish, hence y= cr,(c1 .a) has the 
required properties. 
(1.2) Let dim,(M)=3; M= (v, w) I (z). IfxEMis primitive, then 
by 1.1 it will be suflicient to find y =y, + y, such that 0 #y, E (v, w), 
0 # y, E (z) and n(y) = n(x). We consider the following cases: 
(1.2.1) x=crv+/?w: by 1.1 we can assume a, b#O. Since lk(>4 
there exists c#O such that cZ# -n(v) n(z)-‘. Set u := ut c .z, then 
a,(crv+~w)=av-2(cm(v)+/?) n(u)-‘~v+~~-2(an(u)+j?)n(u)~‘c~z. If 
an(v)+P#O, then we are ready (since p#O). If an(v)+j=O, then 
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n(w) f aP ’ otherwise n(u)n(w)= 1 (but 1 -n(u) n(w)#O since h,,,,., is 
nonsingular). In that case we use u = w + c .z, c # 0 such that n(u) # 0; then 
a,(~u + /?w) has the required properties. 
(1.2.2) x=y.z, y#O:we choose c#O such that n(u+c.z)#O, 
setting u = u + c .z we obtain a,(? .z) = y . z - 2y~n(z) n(u)-’ . u-27&z(z) 
n(u) ~ ’ z with second coefficient not zero. By 1.2.1 and 1.1 we are through. 
(1.3) M= (u,, w, ) I ( u2, w2) : because of 1.1 there is nothing to 
show if x=x1+x,, O#X~E (u,, w,) for i= 1, 2. Therefore let x=x1 #O 
and consider the space (ul, wr ) I k. u2 with the strictly canonical basis 
{u,, 11’1, uzj. First we apply 1.2. Thus we obtain x’ =x’, + xi with n(x) = 
n(x’)=n(x;)+n(x;)andO#x;E(~,,~~,),O#x;Ek.u~c(u~,w~);x;isa 
primitive element of (u,, wz). Now, 1.1 concludes this case. 
(2) Characteristic of k is 2. Each anisotropic u E M leads to a quasisym- 
metry rr(p- ‘n(u) -’ . u, CLIP), p a trace element; we note that pn(u) E 
SL(p-‘n(u)-’ u). For the convenience of the reader we recall the definitions 
(cf. [B3, PI): XEM, Q(x):= {a~Ala&z(x)+a+fi=O}; for xEM, 
a E Q(x) the isometry (T(x, ~1) E U(M) defined by a(x, M)(Y) := 
y + h( y, x) CI .x is called quasisymmetry if CI, n(x) E A*. 
Now we consider the cases analogous to (1). 
(2.1) M= (u, w): we may assume x=c(.u. Then a(~~‘n(w))‘.w, 
p( w))(a . u) = a * u + aji - ‘n(w) ~ ’ w, both coefficients do not vanish. 
(2.2) M= (u, w) -L (2). 
(2.2.1) x = a . u + p. w; CI, j ~0. We look for CE k* such that 
n(u)#O with u:=u-tc.z; if an(u)+fl#O, then y:=&-‘n(u))‘.u, 
,~LIz(u))(x) will suffice. If an(u) + fi=O, then a+@(w) #O and we choose 
c ~0, u = w + c .z such that n(u) #O and thus obtain a suitable y := 
o(p-‘n(u)-’ .u, p(u))(x). 
(2.2.2) x = y z. Let u = u + c. z, c # 0, such that n(u) # 0; then the 
coefficient of u in a(~ -‘n(u) ~’ . U, p~n(u))(y . z) is nonzero, therefore we are 
in the situation of 2.2.1. 
(2.3) dim(M) = 4. See (1.3). 
Now the general case follows from the above considerations. 
4.3. Proof of 2.8. Let m,, . . . . m, be the maximal spectrum of A, r the 
Jacobson radical, C := A/r, K the involution on C induced by J. We recall 
(cf. [P, 2.61) that C is a product of connected rings [KRW] with 
involution, C = (C, , K,) x . . x (C,, K,), r < t, with (Ci, Ki) = (A/m, J), J 
the induced involution, if m = mi= J(mi) and (Ci, Ki) = H(A/m) if 
m=m,#J(m,); H( A/m) denotes the hyperbolic ring. Setting 
M, = COa M, Mi := MC, := Ci@,, M, h, := h, for the corresponding 
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reductions, then we obtain (M,, h,)= (M,, k,) I . . . J- (M,, k,) and a 
decomposition for the unitary group U(M,) 2: u(M,) x . . . x u(M,). Now 
we consider the following cases. 
(1) m = J(m). Let k := A/m, J the induced trace involution. Let 
x=x, + x2 E M, 1 M2 over k such that x1, x2 # 0 (we can assume this by 
2.7). If x1, x2 are anisotropic there is nothing to show; therefore let 
n(x, ) = 0. Then dim(M,) 3 2. Since M, is nonsingular we can find a 
y, E M, such that n(y,) #n(x,) (if n(x2) =O, then y, can be chosen 
arbitrarily. If Hi #O, then we set y, := c .x2 such that cC# 1, this is 
possible because of 1 k 1 > 4). Since h I,,,,, represents all the elements of ko:= 
{cEk/c=J(c)}=Fix(J), there exists JJ,EM, such that n(y,)= 
n(x2) - n(y2) # 0. Thus we have found an element y:=y, + y, with n(v) = 
4~) and 4.~~)~ 4~~) ZO. 
(2) m #J(m). Let (C, I) := H(k) be the corresponding hyperbolic ring, 
k := A/m (cf. [P, 2.4(5)]). Let 0 #x=x, +x2 EM, I M, over C; we may 
assume x,, x2 #O. Now let dim(M,)32 (cf. the assumptions), then M, 
contains a hyperbolic plane and in particular h I,,,[ represents all of 
Co= H(k),= {(c, c)lc~k}. We note that n(x,), n(x2)#0 means that n(x,), 
n(x2) E C* (C* := group of units in C). 
(2.1) n(x,) = 0. Similar to (1) there exists an anisotropic yz E M, such 
that n(v2) # n(xz) (since k # IF 2) and y, E M, with n(y,) = n(x2) - n(y2) # 0, 
hence we obtain y := y , + y, as required. 
(2.2) n(x2) = 0. This case is analogous to (2.1) above. 
(3) Remark. Let X, denote the reduction of the primitive element x E M 
in M,,= (M,),., I (M2)C.,=M,i I M2,, i= 1, . . . . r; then by (1) (2) we have 
constructed for each x, an element y, =y,, +y2,~ M,; such that n(y,,), 
n(y,,) E CT and n(y,) = n(x,). Note that x f 0 modulo m,, for all i- 1, . . . . t; 
and xi can be completed to a basis of M,,, i= 1, . . . . r. The same holds for 
the corresponding elements y;. 
(4) If n(x,) # 0, i.e., n(x,) E CT, then we have an isometry cpi: C,x; + M,, 
defined by ‘pi(xi) :=y,, which can be extended to a $, E U(M,,); cf. 
[P, 4.71. 
(5) If n(x,)$ C,*, then n(x,) =0 and xi, yj are strictly isotropic. There 
exists a hyperbolic plane (xi, z) and an isometry ‘pi on this subspace: 
(pi: (xi, z) + M, with ‘pi(xi) =yi, which has an extension iji~ U(M,), 
analogous to (4). 
(6) Applying (4) (5) we can define the isometry oc. := 
$, 0 . . .@ II/r E U(M,). In MC we consider the elements y, := ( JJ,, , . . . . ylr), 
y2 := (Y,, 3 ..., Y~~), _y :=y, +_y2 E (M,), I (M2)C. and 5 := reduction of x 
modulo r. By construction we have n(y ,), n( _y2) E C* and n(v) = 
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n(x) =w. Then the following holds: a&) = (Il/;(x,)), GiGr= (y,), = 
(y,j+y2i)i=_y1 +yz=y. By [P, 3.121, the canonical group homomorphism 
U(M) + U(M/rM) is surjective, therefore gC has a preimage c in U(M). 
Finally we obtain the transversal element y := O(X) as wanted. 
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